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lhardt appeared on behalf of the Office of

for oral argument.

;~ .,~the~Honorable Chief Justic and Associate Justices of
i~our~i~o~ New Jersey.

~ . Th!s,~m~..tter ~,came before us on a motion for reciprocal

~isci~Ine filed~ y the Office of Attorney Ethics ("OAE") based

,on~        ent s default disbarment in New York.

:~ Th~ N~I’Yo~ record does not specify the disciplinary rules

,,that ~, r~s~nt violated.    The focus, however, was on his

f.~ilu~e:.~ ~ommunicate with his clients, failure to cooperate



¯ and essentially ~hat amounted to

was admitted to the 1986 and-

Yo~ bar in 1970.    He received a three-month

21y 2.004, for practzcz g law while

Tailure to communicate with a~client¯ and

In

with disciplinary authorities. That matter

default.    In re Horow!~z, 520

~remains suspended to date,

Court imposed a one-year suspension on

neglect, lack of diligence,

¯ " ethe client, practicing law while inelzglbl ,

with disciplinary

~I, re Horowitz,     ~ ~2006)~.

and

day we considered this matter, we also

ainst respondent. We voted to

in that case.

, the New York Departmental

fQr the First Judicial Department {"the New York

that respondent’s condUc’t violated¯
l.l(a) and (b), RPC 1,3, and ~ 8,1(b).

not mention RPC 1.4.    The record¯ however,
~nt ceased communicating ~with

attempts to reach him. Lack of
failure ~o communicate are all

a client’s interests.
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a notice of motion to suspend respondent,

failure to reply to the New York committee’s

for written answers to six~ disciplinary

filed against him, a11 of which alleged neglect and

with clients. The motion also alleged

that re.s     nt~had failed to comply with two judicial subpd~enas

the New york committee, and t,hat

~ad ~ailed! to comply with New York’s attorney registration

COUEt~S

him,.

tO

respondent did not reply to the New York committee’s

h~ ~as suspended in New York in January ~2005.    The

provided a synopsis of his misconduct.

six client matters, respondent failed to pursue

and to reply to their attempts to contact

he failed to reply to the New York

attempts to contact him via telephone and

d, regular, and hand-delivered). He also failed

before the New York committee pursuant to two

se~ed ~on him.

by the court,

Furthermore,

one of which was personally

he was delinquent in his

with, the Office of Court Administration and failed

to supply that office with his new office telephone number.

failed to advise New York disciplinary authorities
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July 2004 suspension in New Jersey, as he

in ~ju~y ~Q05, the New York committee moved for respondent’ s

to 22 N.Y~C,R.R, S603.4(g), on. the grounds

under 22 N.Y.~.R.R. S603.4(e), and

in writing to the New York committee

or ~’~ couP"for a~ hearing Or reinstatement for six months from

order of suspension.2    Respondent neither

filed a reply to the committee’s motion.

~00.5,~-respondent was disbarred in New York.

Q,~Seeks respondent’s disba~ent in New Jersey.

In

review of the record, we determine to grant

reciprocal discipline.

plinary proceedings in New, Jersey are

1:20-14(a)(4), which directs that

t~|~h~.-Boa.rd shall recommend the imposition of
.i .- ~he ~aentical action or discipline unless the

’~i~.’I~ re~p~ndent demonstrates, Or the Board finds

~ N~C~R.R~ ~i~603~4.(g) states:                         .
’~ ~ appli-~a%ion for suspension pursuant to section
16~-!4,(~):~ ~ ~state that an attorney who ~s suspended

~- ~~an~ who~.~as no~ appeared or applied in writing.~,to the
e~~or the Court for a hearing Or reinst~t~ent

f0E~s~X~,ths:from the date of an ?rder of suspension
may he ~diSba~red. If an application does state .the

fo[e~ing~,-~.~and the respondent does not appear or ~apply
i~~ti~.to~ the Co~ittee or the Court for a hea~ng:    .
’~or~eins,tat~nt within six months of the suspension

~%~,~.~he Eespondent may be disbarred without further



face of the record on which the
discipline in another jurisdiction was
predicated that it clearly appears that:

(A) the
of the

entered;

disciplinary or disability
foreign jurisdiction was not

(B~~ the disciplinary or disability
or~r of the foreign jurisdiction does not
a~p~ly~to the respondent;

(C) the disciplinary or disability
the foreign jurisdiction does not

remain in full force and effect as the result
of appe~llate proceedings;

(D) the procedure followed in the
foreign disciplinary matter was so lacking in
notice or opportunity to be heard as to
Constitute a deprivation of due process; or

(3) the unethical conduct established
substantially different discipline.

°A~review of the record does not reveal any conditions that

the ambit of subparagraphs (A) through (D).

(E), as the OAE noted, in New York a disbarred

reinstatement after seven years. In the OAE’s

view, permanent disbarment, rather than a seven-year suspension,

is the appropriate sanction in New Jersey.

in matters involving the abandonment of clients

has depending on a number of factors, including

the presence of other ethics violations and the number of

~, e.~., In re Hoffman., 163 N.J. 4 (2000)

for attorney who abandoned two matters



and ~failed to cooperate with~disciplinary

authori~1 s,~the matter proceeded on a default basis; ethics

prior reprimand and three-month suspension); I_~n

, "171 ~ 472 (2002) (one-year suspension in

who abandoned his law practice; other

gross neglect, pattern of neglect, lack of

to communicate, failure to timely remi~ trust

~i~a¯ ~.,�~ient or third party, knowingly disobeying an

the rules of a tribunal, failure to cooperate

~;with d~S~ipllaary ~uthorities, and failure to notify his clients

of pri0r~uspenSion}; In re Bowman, 175 ~ 108 (2003) (six-

for misconduct that included abandonment of two

, pattern of neglect, lack of diligence,

oo~municate with a client, failure to provide a

, failure to protect client’s interests on

the representation, false statement of material

in’~a~:~ii~d~¢iplinary matter, and misrepresentation arisin~

~,~,t~ Client matters; ethics history limited to one private

i~primand~more than twenty years earlier); In re Bowman, 178

~ ( ,,,) ( suspenslon for attorney who abandoned

one client; other violations included gross neglect, lack of

to communicate, failure to protect client’s

interests after terminating the representation,
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to client and tribunal, failure to cooperate

with disciplinary authorities, and failure to comply with a

diregtive; the matter

included a private

proceeded as

reprimand

a default; ethics

and a six-month

(one-year

six-mmnth

s.us~ens~on);;~ In re Bowman, 178 N.J.. 25 (2003)

~consecutive to previously imposed

s~penS~on; the attorney abandoned four clients; other

included gross neglect, pattern of neglect, lack of

to communicate with his clients, failure to

his clients’    interests on termination of the

representation, failure to provide a written retainer agreement,

commu~ca%ion with a person the attorney knows to be represented

by ~c0unsel, failure to maintain reasonable efforts to ensure

conduct of employee is compatible with attorney’s

obligations, failure to properly supervise non-

lawyer employee, failure to cooperate with disciplinary

authorities, and misrepresentation; default matter; ethics

~included private reprimand,    and two six-month

susp~nsions); In re Kantor, 180 N.J. 226 (2004) (attorney

disbarred in a default proceeding for abandonment of his law

practice, which had ten active files, and for failure to

cooperate with disciplinary authorities, including failure to

appear on the return date of the Court’s Order to Show Cause;
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included a reprimand and a three-month

and In re Huqhes, 183 N.J-- 47~3 (2005) (reprimand

of one client, lack of diligence, failure to

with clients and failure to protect clients’

of the representation in three cases;

strOn~~- ~ating factors considered).

the attorney’s disbarment in Kanto~, ~, 180

Respondent    abandoned    his    clients
without ~notice to them or the slightest

for their welfare .... Respondent
also has shown an utter disregard for the

process as evidenced by his
not to cooperate with the ethics

investigation, to answer the complaint, to
~~t ~m~tigatign evidence to the DRB, or to
~esp~ to this Court’s Order to Show Cause.
Thi~. ~s not the first time respondent has
been,~cited for failing to cooperate with an
OAE investigation or the first time he has

~n dlsc~pl~ned. Respondent has presented
.~ evidence i~ mitigation of his dereliction

or in support of his fitness to practice
law.    There is nothing in the record to

that he is salvageable as an
attorney.

[Id..at 232.]

Like .~mos~ of the above attorneys, respondent has refused to

with disciplinary authorities. He also allowed three

disciplinary matters against him to proceed as

~a!~its,~, as ~.well as the New York proceeding on which this
~ r~io~~ for.~., ~ciprocal discipline is based.    He has harmed



clients in two states and has wasted judicial and disciplinary

resources. Finally, he abandoned his clients’ interests. As in

K~ntor,.-~"[t]here is nothing in the record to suggest that he is

as an attorney." We, therefore, see no reason to

the disbarment imposed in New York and recommend

d~isbarment. Vice-Chair Pashman did not

We further determine to require respondent to reimburse the

~ersight Committee for administrative costs.

Disciplinary Review Board
William J. O’Shaughnessy, Chair

~i~n~uKn~e~eC°re
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